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Efficient milling in machining
with demanding challenges
J
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The H45 Pro 4 face-milling
system is said to save manufac
turing time and machine costs.

Headquartered in
Oberkochen, Germany-based
LMT Fette showcased at Mach
2018 in the UK its latest Mul
ti-Face H45 Pro 4 and P45 Pro
8 face-milling systems, which
employ cutting forces that are
significantly reduced by the
positive positioning of the in
dexable inserts. With specially
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designed geometries and cutting materials, the company
says that these systems can
process general steel and cast
iron as well as carry out com
plex applications with stainless steels, super-alloys and
non-ferrous metals.
High material removal vol
umes are also achieved on less
powerful machines or during
component machining under
difficult clamping conditions,
LMT adds. This saves manu
facturing time and machine
costs.
In a face-milling operation
test on a block of copper, it was
possible to use higher cutting
parameters, while requiring
low power consumption and
thus deploy a larger tool diam
eter, the company noted. The
result was a hundred percent
higher material removal rate
combined with a fifty percent
langer tool life.
fette-compacting.com

Cutters for roughing and finish
ing steel and cast materials
Jongen pre
sented the Uni-Mill solid carc
bide milling cutter, VHM 487W
TN12, for universal steel ma
chining at Metav 2018.
According to the company,
these milling cutters were spe
cifically developed for rough
ing and finishing steel and cast
materials. They are also suitaCutting Tools

The solid carbide milling cutters
can be used for both wet and dry
processing;
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ble for drilling and plunge
milling up to 0.25xD thanks to
cutting edges applied over the
centre.
The cutting corner is stabi
lised by the face groove and
the edge chamfer. The positive
chip geometry combined with
a high spiral angle enables a
mild cutting manner. The cut
ting material TN12 consists of
finest grain carbide, ISO-appli
cation range K30-K40, and
offers a high degree of tough
ness with very high wear re
sistance. The AlCrN coating
has a very fine layer structure
and high oxidation stability
This combination is suited
for machining all common
steels and cast iron materials.
The coupling is designed to
DIN 6535-HB (Weldon) and
ensures stable clamping ofthe
tool. The solid carbide cutters
are available in diameters
ranging from 4 to 20mm.
jongen.de

Tool for roughing and finishing
in an expanded mill series
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Inovatools says its
new VHM-HPC roughing/fin
ishing milling cutter from the
Fightmax Inox series has a
special geometry and chip
clearance. lt has a defined cut
ting edge ability combined
with micro-geometry and a
high-performance coating to
enable special cutting require
ments. The tool can cut diverse
materials including Nirosta,
chromium steel, VA steel, rust
free steel or nickel-chromium
steel. Inovatools notes that the
chromium, nickel, titanium
and molybdenum share con
tent in the tool makes the dif
ference in the tool's cutting
ability. This series has been
designed so that chips are re
moved reliably.
Fightmax Inox has a bal
anced mixed ratio of special
ultra-fine grain carbide. The
four-edged HPC power pack
age has an unevenly split and
unevenly twisted geometry
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Fightmax is said to have up to
41 % longer service life compared
to a comparable tool.

with highly polished chip
space. This also ensures quiet,
vibration-free concentricity
and quick, reliable chip remov
al. Its Duocon coating gives
Fightmax Inox stability in cut
ting as well. The milling cutter
is available in short and long
versions in 0s from 6-20mm.
inovatools.eu

"Three-in-one" grinding wheel
saves time and money
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The "contour-profiled" wheel
replaces the set of wheels
required for the same job.

ing wheels require up to three
processing steps during in
depth grinding of carbides,
highly alloyed and ceramic
components. The new met
al-bonded, contour-profiled
grinding wheel now accom
plishes this task in one single
step. Almost every profile type,
concave or convex, is possible
and with smallest tolerances
of up to 0.005 mm.
Costs for abrasives and
wheels can be reduced greatly
thanks to this grinding wheel,
which replaces all the neces
sary set of wheels that were
required until now. Tool life is
up to 25 times langer, for ex
ample, in solid carbide thread
inserts, the company claims.
Moreover, according to the di
amond and CBN tool manu
facturer, the wheels achieve
time savings of up to 35% to
60% through higher feed rates
per workpiece.

The contour-pro
filed diamond and CBN grind
ing wheel from Lach Diamant,
a "three-in-one offering" is the
company's new grinding tech
nology, which cut costs during
serial production, the compa
ny says.
According to Lach Diamant,
synthetic resin-bonded grindlach-diamant.de
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